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I want to explain what happened to tumblr overnight. And why Twitter as reached

it's dream (or have come ever so close to it)

Yahoo, who bought Tumblr years ago, used to have a huge adult presence on the early net. They allowed adult groups and

what not.

However, people and bots (just like now) misused the service, and Yahoo were forced to make a choice. They made private

the groups (and later closed them down and sold some of it to other companies) and then ended their chatrooms on yahoo

messenger...

after a incident with one of the chatrooms vid cams. The damage was done, Yahoo Messenger lost a lot of people - and with

the closing of the groups - backpage and Craigslist came more important.

Now backpage is no more and Craigslist is slowly passing away. Tumblr had a semi strong community, but once 2014 came

around and both porn, and political bots exploded the quality started to go down,

Apple finds out damaging information about the Tumblr App, which just a reskin of the main website, Apple takes it down.

Verizon, the owners of Oath, who owns Tumblr, went holy roller on the site. Most of the artist pages and other work from

anime and animation were wiped.

Now we find out that TUMBLR had a secret filter data base...with the FBI and others. Yall should know the reasons why. Not

only they know who the bad men are, the fact Tumblr didnt tell local agencies about this and who doing dark shit is a red

fucking flag.

That not the worst thing. The worst thing is that Tumblr took down legit shit too that wasnt even close to bad shit. This has

become a problem, and now with most of the stuff people want to see gone, only leaving the toxic nature of the conversation

left... Tumblr is done.

But that leaves something important. It deals with Twitter. For years the dream of many of these now mega Silicon Valley

CEO's was to Copy the power and ease of use somewhat of 2Channel, or more known as 2Chan.
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4Chan was made some years later - but there were competition between other boards. 4Chan was the freest space (or at

least one of it) on the net for a while...

Until Poole betrayed the base. Now he works as Google as it were, but he has made a mess of things there as well. 4Chan

is about to split up last I heard between a 4Channel sfw and the 4Chan nsfw...

Even with 4Chan being the bad guy of the internet - full of dark dank memes and what not - aspects of it these SV CEO's

and VC's love. This is where twitter comes to play and dont you realize that the dream is about to come true?

With 4Chan diminished, Tumblr finally on its death throes, Mastodon not ready for Prime Time as of yet. Gab not sure if its

going to be for free speech or not... the only one left is Twitter. Twitter wants to become bigger than 2Channel ever was and

it might yet do so.

Think about how Twitter Looks and How 2Chan operates. The ideas are nearly the same even if the constrictions are there.

And guess who gets all the straggerlers from Backpage, Creiglist, Tumblr and other places.

Twitter. Twitter becomes the world wide version of 2Chan.

That was the goal.

There nearly there.

And it was all because of sex and sex in abundance.
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